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HUNTLY TOWNSHIP RESIDENTIAL CHARACTER POLICY
This policy applies to development, (including subdivision) and works in the Township and Low
Density Residential Zones in Huntly, within the area shown on Map 1 forming part of this clause.

Policy basis

Huntly is a small rural town with a strong sense of its landscape setting. A particular characteristic
of Huntly is the tree canopies that dominate most horizons. Informal groupings of indigenous tress
converge at roadsides, follow creeks, and occupymany paddocks and gardens throughout. Although
the streets follow a formal grid, the streetscapes are less formal. The roads are often unmade with
large grassy verges and low-key dwellings are set back significantly from the street edge.

This policy assists in achieving the objectives of the State Planning Policy Framework, particularly
in relation to responding to neighbourhood character and urban design principles. The policy
implements the objectives and strategies contained in Clause 21.05 by ensuring that development
enhances the character of urban areas, and achieve high standards of urban design and amenity.

The policy implements the findings of the City of Greater Bendigo Northern Corridor & Huntly
Local Structure Plan 2005, that identifies the key existing characteristics and desired future character
of the residential areas of Huntly. Development in residential areas needs to respond to the particular
built form and natural environment elements that achieve the desired future neighbourhood character
of the area in which it is located. These elements include building form, scale, siting, materials,
front fencing and vegetation density. The Northern Corridor Local Structure Plan defines this
character precinct based on similar character elements (as shown on Map 1 forming part of this
clause).

Objectives

To ensure that development is responsive to the desired future character of the area in which it is
located.

To retain and enhance the identified elements that contribute to the character of the area.

To implement the recommendations of the Northern Corridor &Huntly Local Structure Plan 2005.

Huntly Township Policy

In the Huntly Character Statement, it is policy that the following character descriptions, statement
of desired future character, objectives and design responses are taken into account when considering
any application to develop or subdivide land. Proposals that meet the design responses are also
considered to meet the relative objectives.

Huntly Township Precinct (H1)

Character Description

This precinct is distinctive in Huntly as the bushland dominates this area with low, ranch style
dwellings set amongst large indigenous trees that extend from the dense woodland areas in the
east. Vegetation appears to flow from front gardens into the wide roadside verges, and from block
to block, partly due to the absence of front fencing and the transparent side and rear fencing.
Setbacks from both the front and side boundaries are substantial and many dwellings stand in large
grounds. Closer to the Midland Highway, a number of weatherboard interwar dwellings with
smaller front setbacks remain. These properties tend to have timber picket front fencing, which is
suited to the era of development.

Statement of Desired Future Character

The bushland qualities of the area will be retained and enhanced.

Objectives and Design Responses

The desired future character is to be achieved by the following objectives and design responses:
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Design responsesObjectives

To maintain and strengthen the native
and indigenous vegetation dominated
streetscapes.

Retain established, indigenous tree and understorey
species.

Replace any indigenous trees lost due to development
with trees of similar species that will grow to the same
size.

Buildings should be sited and designed to incorporate
space for the planting of substantial vegetation, (Locate
footings outside root zone), particularly in the front
setback.

Prepare a landscape plan to accompany all development
proposals utilising appropriate indigenous and native
species.

To maintain the bushland setting of the
dwellings.

Buildings should be set back substantial distances from
front and side boundaries.

To ensure that buildings and extensions
do not dominate the streetscape and
wider landscape setting.

Buildings should not protrude above the predominate tree
canopy height.

Use low, horizontal building forms.

To use materials and finishes that
harmonise with the surrounding
vegetation.

Use building materials, finishes or colours that blend with
those occurring naturally in the surrounding vegetation.

Tomaintain and enhance the continuous
flow of vegetation across the landscape.

Provide no fencing or post and wire style to the front, sides
and rear.
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Map 1 – The Huntly Township Residential Character Precinct
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